The Death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ
THE DEATH AND RESURRECTION of Jesus Christ are the foundation
of Real Christianity. The events surrounding them are described in great
detail in all four of the Gospel records and are referred to in the letters of
the various Apostles. The events included, from the last supper to the
burial of Jesus took less than a single day, and the resurrection happened
on the third day after this.
The day began in the evening with the Last Supper, which Jesus left as
a ceremony with which to remember his death and resurrection. After a
period of prayer in the Garden of Gethsemane Jesus was arrested and
interrogated. He then underwent a series of trials before he was put to
death by crucifixion. On the third day after this he rose from the dead, and
forty days later he ascended to heaven.
The accounts of the trials of Jesus correspond with one another down
to the most insignificant details. A comparison of the accounts, together
with evidence from archaeology, show that the witnesses are giving a very
accurate history of what occurred.
Death by Crucifixion
Crucifixion was a method of death which
started to be used in about 500BC by the
Persians. It involved fastening someone to
a pole or cross and leaving them to die.
Several different patterns of cross were
used. The cross could simply be a tree, or
a single upright stake, a conventional cross
shape, a T shape or even an X.

The victim was fastened to the cross by
his hands and feet, and the strain on the
muscles brought a slow death. There could
be three causes of death:• The strain on the chest muscles causes
body fluid to drain out of the tissues
into the lungs. Death is from
asphyxiation.
• The loss of fluid reduces the volume of
blood. The transport of oxygen to the
tissues reduces to the point where the
organs shut down and the victim dies.
• The loss of fluid causes the blood to
become thick and viscous. This puts an
increasing strain on the heart which
finally fails, causing a massive and
terminal heart attack.
The death of Jesus was probably due to
the third of these. However, Jesus was also
pierced with a spear. This brought out a
clear fluid (probably from the lungs) and
blood. If Jesus had not already been dead
the spear thrust would have killed him.

The Last Supper

First Century Tombs
At the time of Jesus the custom was to
place dead bodies in a cave-like tomb
which would be sealed by rolling a large
stone (weighing from two to four tonnes)
across the entrance. The body was allowed
to decay; later the bones were collected
and placed in a stone box. The Gospel
descriptions of the tomb of Jesus fit this.

Houses in Jerusalem
The last supper took place in a large
upstairs room (Mark 14:15; Luke 22:12).
After his arrest Jesus was taken to the
house of the High Priest for interrogation.
This took place in a large room which was
also upstairs (Mark 14:53,66). This shows
a consistent detail, that well-to-do houses
in first century Jerusalem had large upper
rooms. This undesigned coincidence is
confirmed by archaology. Several houses
of wealthy families have been excavated
and found to have large upper rooms. One
of these is illustrated here.

On the day before his crucifixion Jesus ate
a meal with his disciples; this is known as
the "Last Supper". Since the day of the
crucifixion followers of Jesus have carried
out a ceremony based on the Last Supper
at which bread and wine are consumed to
celebrate the death and resurrection of
Jesus. The fact of this ceremony is in itself
evidence of the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. (1 Corinthians 11:23-26)

Information from Outside the Bible
The death and resurrection of Jesus were recorded by ancient witnesses outside the
Bible. Here are two; both of them confirm the execution of Jesus:On the eve of the Passover they hung Jesus. An an announcer went out… saying "He
is to be executed because he practiced sorcery and led Israel astray…" (Baraitha from
Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 43a). This is from a Jewish source which goes back to
New Testament times. Jesus is described as the Jews of his time perceived him.
Christus, the founder of the name [Christian] had suffered the death penalty in the
reign of Tiberius by sentence of the procurator, Pontius Pilate, and the pernicious
superstition was checked for a moment, only to break out once more (Tacitus, Annals
15:44). This Roman historian wrote in the early second century.

Evidence of the Resurrection
Like any other event there are two kinds of evidence for the resurrection:• Physical Evidence: This is forensic evidence of the event. In the case of the
resurrection this is provided by the empty tomb which clearly existed in Jerusalem.
• Human Evidence: In the case of the resurrection there were over 500 witnesses who
saw Jesus alive after his resurrection.
Any theory of what happened must take account of both these items of evidence.

For more information: http://biblethink.org.uk/

